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Purpose of the Candidate Guide

The purpose of this Candidate Guide is to provide candidates with guidance for the IC&RC examination process. By providing candidates with background information on examination development, administration, and content, preparation for an IC&RC examination can be enhanced.

Professional Testing Company

It is the policy of IC&RC to administer valid, reliable, and legally defensible examinations. To assist in this process, IC&RC has contracted with Schroeder Measurement Technologies (SMT) to develop, administer, and score all examinations.

SMT is an established, full-service testing company. SMT serves the needs of licensing and credentialing agencies with a wide range of test development and administration services.

Examinations are administered through a division of SMT called ISO-Quality Testing, Inc. (IQT). IQT provides secure, user-friendly, high-quality, examination administration around the world.

More information about SMT and IQT can be found at their websites: www.smttest.com and isoqualitytesting.com

Examination Development

The development of a valid examination begins with a clear and concise definition of the tasks, knowledge, and skills needed for competent job performance known as a Job Analysis (JA). Using interviews, surveys, observation, and group discussions, IC&RC works with Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the field to delineate critical job components. These job components then become the basis for questions on IC&RC examinations.

Examination questions are written by certified individuals or those otherwise deemed as SMEs in the field. SMEs are trained in item writing best practices. Through the examination development process, they are assisted by IC&RC’s professional testing company.

Eligibility Requirements and Registration

IC&RC examinations are administered exclusively by IC&RC Member Boards. Eligibility requirements and registration processes are determined by each Member Board. Candidates interested in taking an IC&RC examination must do so through a Member Board. Contact information for all Member Boards can be found at www.internationalcredentialing.org.
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Administration

Examinations are administered via Computer Based Testing (CBT). Candidates are required to test at a designated IQT center. A list of all IQT testing centers can be found at this link: [http://www.isoqualitytesting.com/locations.aspx?cnid=73](http://www.isoqualitytesting.com/locations.aspx?cnid=73) or by calling IQT toll free at +1-866-773-1114.

On the day of testing, candidates must bring a valid, government issued photo ID and their Candidate Admission Letter. Candidates are strongly encouraged to read the Candidate Admission Letter in its entirety to be aware of all testing policies and procedures.


Dates, Time, and Location

Examinations are offered on-demand based on the availability of each testing center. Once a candidate has met the eligibility requirements of their IC&RC Member Board to sit for an examination, they will pre-register candidates for the examination through an on-line test database. Candidates will receive an e-mail from registrations@isoqualitytesting.com with further instructions on scheduling an examination date, time, and location.

Rescheduling, Cancelling, and Missed Examinations

Examinations must be cancelled or rescheduled 5 days or more PRIOR to the scheduled examination date. Cancelling or rescheduling an examination is done directly through IQT’s website at [www.iqttesting.com](http://www.iqttesting.com).

Complete instructions are listed below. For technical assistance, please contact IQT toll free at +1-866-773-1114.

2. Select “Exam Registration.”
3. Log in using the username and password provided to you in your pre-registration email. If you forgot your password, click the “forgot password” link and it will be emailed to you.
4. Select “IC&RC” from the organization dropdown menu and click the “Next” button.
5. To reschedule an examination, click “edit.” This will cancel your current examination date and prompt you to immediately select a new date.
6. To cancel an examination, click “cancel.” Once your examination is cancelled, you can log on to [www.iqttesting.com](http://www.iqttesting.com) at a later date to select a new examination date. Please
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note, your designated testing window to take the examination will remain the same.

7. An email confirmation will be automatically sent to you when you cancel or reschedule your examination.

Candidates will be required to pay a rescheduling or cancellation fee to IQT before they are able to reschedule or cancel an examination. Acceptable forms of payment are Visa, Master Card or American Express.

Candidates are unable to reschedule or cancel an examination less than 5 days PRIOR to their scheduled examination. Exceptions are made only for the following reasons: jury duty, death in immediate family¹ within 14 calendar days of the examination date, illness or medical complication within 14 calendar days prior to the examination date OR the scheduled examination date, and military deployment.

If one of these prevents a candidate from testing, they must contact IQT directly and provide sufficient documentation of the event that has occurred. Documentation must be submitted to IQT within 14 calendar days of the missed examination. There will be no additional fee incurred under these circumstances. IQT can be reached toll free at +1-866-773-1114.

If candidates fail to show up for an examination, do not have the proper identification or Candidate Admission Letter, they will not be permitted to sit for their examination. They will be considered a “No-Show,” examination fees will be forfeited, and they will be required to re-register and pay all fees to their IC&RC Member Board prior to scheduling another examination.

**Inclement Weather**

IQT takes a proactive approach when monitoring inclement weather. They watch the progress of storms and keep in constant contact with their testing centers. If a testing center closes, IQT will make its best effort to inform candidates. However, it is recommended that candidates contact IQT directly at +1-866-773-1114 to confirm their testing center is still open on the day of their examination.

If a candidate is unable to make a testing appointment due to inclement weather but the testing center does not close, they must contact IQT at +1-866-773-1114. IQT will confirm that there has been bad weather in the area and reschedule the examination.

¹ The immediate family is a defined group of relations, used in rules or laws to determine which members of a person's family are affected by those rules. It includes a person's parents, spouses, siblings, and children.
Rules and Security

Failure to follow candidate instructions or conduct that results in violation of security or disruption of the administration of an examination may result in dismissal from the examination, voided examination scores, and forfeiture of examination fees.

Examples of misconduct include, but are not limited to:

- Writing on anything other than the authorized scratch paper provided at the administration site
- Looking at other candidate’s examination
- Discussing examination content before, during, or after administration orally, electronically, or in writing with any person or entity
- Copying or removing examination information from the testing area
- Use of cellphones or other electronic devices

Candidates may not attend the examination only to review or audit test materials. No unauthorized persons will be admitted into the testing area. All examination content is strictly confidential. Candidates may only communicate about the examination using appropriate forms provided within the examination delivery system.

No books, papers, or other reference materials may be taken into the examination room. An area will be provided for storage of such materials.

No questions concerning the content of the examination may be asked during the examination period. The candidate should listen carefully to the directions given by the Proctor and read the examination directions carefully.

Special Accommodations

Individuals with disabilities and/or religious obligations that require modifications in test administration may request specific procedure changes, in writing, to their IC&RC Member Board PRIOR to scheduling an examination. With the written request, the candidate must provide official documentation of the accommodation requested. Submitted documentation must follow ADA guidelines in that psychological or psychiatric evaluations must have been conducted within the last three years. All medical/physical conditions require documentation of the treating physician’s examination conducted within the previous three months. Candidates should contact their IC&RC Member Board to inquire about other necessary documentation. Contact information for all IC&RC Member Boards can be found at www.internationalcredentialing.org.

Candidates will receive further information on scheduling an examination with accommodations once their request has been reviewed and approved.
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Scoring

Receiving Scores:

All scores are reported to the designated IC&RC Member Board for distribution. IC&RC does not have the authority to release scores. This process takes approximately two to three weeks. Preliminary scores are provided to candidates immediately following completion of the examination. Candidates seeking their official scores should contact their IC&RC Member Board. Contact information for all IC&RC Member Boards can be found at www.internationalcredentialing.org.

Reporting Scores:

Scores are reported on a scale ranging from 200-800 with a 500 passing. The minimum scaled passing score is 500 for all examinations. Candidates are provided with official score letters that report a final scaled score and the percentages of items answered correctly in each content domain.

Scaled Scores:

Scaled scores are created when the number of questions answered correctly is mathematically transformed so that the passing score equals 500 on a scale starting at 200 and ending at 800.

This transformation is very similar to converting inches to centimeters. For example, a 10-inch ribbon is also 25.4 centimeters long. The length of the ribbon has not been changed, only the units of measure to describe its length.

The use of scaled scores allows for direct comparison of examination scores from one form of the examination to another. For security purposes, IC&RC keeps multiple forms of each examination in circulation at all times. Candidates are randomly assigned a form. The use of scaled scores allows IC&RC to report scores for every form of an examination using the same scale of 200-800 with a 500 passing.

The use of scaled scores does not influence whether a candidate passes or fails an examination. The passing of an IC&RC examination is always incumbent on achieving the minimum passing score as it is determined in the process below.

Determining a Passing Score:

A candidate’s examination score is based on the total number of questions answered correctly. Candidates should answer each question, as no points are deducted for incorrect answers.
The passing scores for IC&RC examinations are established through a process called standard setting. During standard setting, a panel of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) working in the field, determines the level of knowledge a candidate must demonstrate in order to pass the examination. This level of knowledge is then converted into a cut score for each version of the examinations. All candidates that meet or exceed the cut score for their version of the examination will earn a passing mark.

**Use of Multiple Examination Forms:**

For every IC&RC examination, there are multiple forms of the same examination. Each form will use different questions but test the same content. Examination forms are updated and replaced on a continuous basis to ensure the security and integrity of the program.

The use of multiple forms for the same examination will not make it easier or more difficult for candidates to pass one form of the examination. IC&RC’s testing company uses statistical data on each test question to evaluate the difficulty of each examination form. The examinations are constructed in order to minimize variations in difficulty from one form to another. The passing scores for each examination form are adjusted accordingly to account for any differences in form difficulty.

**Use of Pretesting Items:**

On each IC&RC examination, there are unweighted questions called pretest items. Pretest items do not influence final scores or a pass/fail status. They are not identified on examinations and appear randomly. IC&RC uses pretest items to pilot newly written items to ensure quality prior to their use as a weighted item. Pretesting ensures the quality of future examinations and provides verification that items are relevant to competency and measure proficiency.

**Failing Scores:**

Candidates who do not pass their examination are provided with percentages of correctly answered items in each content domain to better focus future study efforts. For security reasons, candidates will not be provided with the total number of questions answered correctly or a copy of the examination to review.

It is important to note that because the number of questions contained within each domain of the examination varies, adding or averaging the percentage correct scores in each domain will NOT be an accurate reflection of a candidate’s overall examination score.
Grievances, Test Disclosure, and Retakes

Examination Grievances:

All examination scores are final. Examination scores cannot be appealed.

Candidates who believe an unusual event or condition related to the administration of their examination caused a significant adverse effect on their performance during their examination may submit a grievance regarding the administration to IC&RC for investigation.

Grievances must be submitted to IC&RC within 14 calendar days of the examination. Grievance statements must be submitted in writing, dated, and signed. Grievance statements must be accompanied by the IC&RC Examination Administration Grievance Form found at www.internationalcredentialing.org. Information to include in the grievance statement should include, but is not limited to:

- Title of examination
- Examination date
- Name and location of testing center
- Name of proctor on duty (if known)
- Detailed explanation of the situation
- Impact the situation had on examination performance

IC&RC will then investigate the specifics of the testing situation. When warranted, candidates will be offered a free retake. A grievance will not challenge the design or content of an examination nor overturn a failing score. There is a fee for this service. Candidates that are offered free retakes will be refunded their grievance fee.

Test Disclosure:

Candidates should be aware that IC&RC security and item banking procedures do not permit candidates access to examination questions, answer keys, or other secure materials related to the examination. Candidates that have questions or comments about a specific item should click the Comment on This Question button during their examination. Candidate comments will be reviewed by IC&RC. Candidates will not be contacted regarding their comments.

Retakes:

Candidates interested in retaking an examination must wait a minimum of 90 days after their examination. Member boards may increase this waiting period. To schedule a retake and clarify the mandatory waiting period, candidates should contact their local IC&RC Member Board. Contact information for all IC&RC Member Boards can be found at www.internationalcredentialing.org.
The mandatory waiting period cannot be waived under any circumstances.

After four consecutive failed attempts, IC&RC Member Boards must require candidates to take remedial actions before a subsequent four testing attempts. The required remedial actions are at the discretion of the board. Candidates who fall into this category should contact their IC&RC Member Board. Contact information for all IC&RC Member Boards can be found at www.internationalcredentialing.org.

Format and Length

The questions on the examination are multiple-choice with four options. There is only one correct or best answer for each question. Candidates should carefully read each question and choose the single best answer. It is advisable to answer every question since the number of questions answered correctly will determine the final score. There is no penalty for guessing.

Number of Scored Items: 65
Number of Pre-test Items: 10
Total Number of Items: 75
Length of Administration: 2 hours

Content

The Job Analysis identified several performance domains. Several tasks have been identified within each performance domain. These tasks and the needed knowledge or skills for their completion are the basis of examination questions.

The 2013 Peer Recovery Job Analysis identified four performance domains for the IC&RC Peer Recovery Exam:

- Advocacy
- Ethical Responsibility
- Mentoring and Education
- Recovery/Wellness Support

Within each performance domain are several identified tasks that provide the basis for questions in the examination. Following is the outline of the tasks that fall under each domain.

Domain 1: Advocacy
Weight on exam: 22.5%
Associated Tasks:
- Relate to the individual as an advocate.
• Advocate within systems to promote person-centered recovery/wellness support services.
• Describe the individual's rights and responsibilities.
• Apply the principles of individual choice and self-determination.
• Explain importance of self-advocacy as a component of recovery/wellness.
• Recognize and use person-centered language.
• Practice effective communication skills.
• Differentiate between the types and levels of advocacy.
• Collaborate with individual to identify, link, and coordinate choices with resources.
• Advocate for multiple pathways to recovery/wellness.
• Recognize the importance of a holistic (e.g., mind, body, spirit, environment) approach to recovery/wellness.

Domain 2: Ethical Responsibility
Weight on exam: 30%
Associated Tasks:

• Recognize risk indicators that may affect the individual's welfare and safety.
• Respond to personal risk indicators to assure welfare and safety.
• Communicate to support network personal issues that impact ability to perform job duties.
• Report suspicions of abuse or neglect to appropriate authority.
• Evaluate the individual’s satisfaction with their progress toward recovery/wellness goals.
• Maintain documentation and collect data as required.
• Adhere to responsibilities and limits of the role.
• Apply fundamentals of cultural competency.
• Recognize and adhere to the rules of confidentiality.
• Recognize and maintain professional and personal boundaries.
• Recognize and address personal and institutional biases and behaviors.
• Maintain current, accurate knowledge of trends and issues related to wellness and recovery.
• Recognize various crisis and emergency situations.
• Use organizational/departmental chain of command to address or resolve issues.
• Practice non-judgmental behavior.

Domain 3: Mentoring and Education
Weight on exam: 25%
Associated Tasks:

- Serve as a role model for an individual.
- Recognize the importance of self-care.
- Establish and maintain a peer relationship rather than a hierarchical relationship.
- Educate through shared experiences.
- Support the development of healthy behavior that is based on choice.
- Describe the skills needed to self-advocate.
- Assist the individual in identifying and establishing positive relationships.
- Establish a respectful, trusting relationship with the individual.
- Demonstrate consistency by supporting individuals during ordinary and extraordinary times.
- Support the development of effective communication skills.
- Support the development of conflict resolution skills.
- Support the development of problem-solving skills.
- Apply principles of empowerment.
- Provide resource linkage to community supports and professional services.

Domain 4: Recovery/Wellness Support
Weight on exam: 22.5%
Associated Tasks:

- Assist the individual with setting goals.
- Recognize that there are multiple pathways to recovery/wellness.
- Contribute to the individual’s recovery/wellness team(s).
- Assist the individual to identify and build on their strengths and resiliencies.
- Apply effective coaching techniques such as Motivational Interviewing.
- Recognize the stages of change.
- Recognize the stages of recovery/wellness.
- Recognize signs of distress.
- Develop tools for effective outreach and continued support.
- Assist the individual in identifying support systems.
- Practice a strengths-based approach to recovery/wellness.
- Assist the individual in identifying basic needs.
- Apply basic supportive group facilitation techniques.
- Recognize and understand the impact of trauma.
Sample Questions

The questions on the examination are multiple-choice with four (4) choices. There is only one correct or best answer for each question. Carefully read each question and all the choices before making a selection. Choose the single best answer. Mark only one answer for each question. You will not be given credit for any question for which you indicate more than one answer. It is advisable to answer every question since the number of questions answered correctly will determine your final score. There is no penalty for guessing.

The following are sample questions that are similar to those you will find in the examination.

1. Advocacy is intended to:

   A. provide education to clients/consumers.
   B. support and find appropriate employment for clients/consumers.
   C. provide housing and shelter for clients/consumers.
   D. promote the dignity of and reduction of stigma against clients/consumers.

   Domain: Advocacy

2. Employees who voluntarily seek assistance through their employer for mental health and/or addiction-related problems should be referred to a(n):

   A. Employee Assistance Program.
   B. 12-step program.
   C. community-based program.
   D. minister or pastor.

   Domain: Advocacy

3. Enabling can be described as:

   A. providing an opportunity for the peer to recover.
   B. the well-intended behavior of others.
   C. allowing an individual the opportunity to discuss their mental health and/or addiction history.
   D. providing treatment opportunities for those in need.

   Domain: Mentoring and Education
4. Stigma can be clearly defined as:
   A. the experience of being deeply discredited due to one’s undesired differentness.
   B. echoes heard from our families and society in general.
   C. hidden pockets within our own belief system.
   D. persons with mental health and/or addiction who do not have a full range of human qualities.

   Domain: Mentoring and Education

5. People who become involved in public education on social issues are often described as:
   A. social workers.
   B. advocates.
   C. social agents.
   D. change agents.

   Domain: Mentoring and Education

6. A good recovery/wellness plan should:
   A. include only long term goals.
   B. include long term and short term goals.
   C. include only short term goals.
   D. be based on the best thinking of the peer.

   Domain: Recovery/Wellness Support

7. Which of the following is a common risk factor for suicide?
   A. Socioeconomic class
   B. Geographic location
   C. Educational background
   D. Physical health

   Domain: Recovery/Wellness Support
8. A boundary violation is committed when a peer providing peer support services:

A. shares personal experiences when it seems relevant.
B. accompanies a peer to an appointment.
C. accepts an expensive gift from a peer.
D. respectfully disagrees with a peer’s plan for the weekend.

Domain: Ethical Responsibility

9. Professional development is:

A. usually required as part of supervision.
B. highly recommended for all new peers.
C. an ongoing process to update skills and knowledge.
D. an opportunity for experienced peers to train others.

Domain: Ethical Responsibility

10. Although values and ethics are frequently used interchangeably, how are they different?

A. Values and ethics pertain to perspective rights
B. Values pertain to beliefs and attitudes that provide direction and ethics pertain to the beliefs we hold about right conduct
C. Values are moral principles and ethics pertain to professionalism
D. They are both based on community standards

Domain: Ethical Responsibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Reference List

The following resources were compiled as suggested reading to assist candidates preparing for their examination. Consulting these and other references may be beneficial to candidates. Please note, this is not a comprehensive listing of all references and not all questions on the examination came from these references.

IC&RC Peer Recovery Examination Reference List
Updated July 2016


**About IC&RC**

IC&RC promotes public protection by setting standards and developing examinations for credentialing substance use disorder prevention, treatment, and recovery professionals. Organized in 1981, it has a worldwide network of over 50,000 professionals.

Quality and integrity are the foundation of IC&RC’s work. IC&RC’s credentials use the latest research on evidence-based practices, and they are updated regularly to stay relevant to changes in the field. Examinations are subjected to an extensive process of peer review, written by Subject Matter Experts, and supported by current references.